Plate-type elastic metamaterials for low-frequency broadband elastic wave attenuation.
In this paper, we numerically and experimentally demonstrate the low-frequency broadband elastic wave attenuation and vibration suppression by using plate-type elastic metamaterial, which is constituted of periodic double-sides stepped resonators deposited on a two-dimensional phononic plate with steel matrix. The dispersion relations, the power transmission spectra, and the displacement fields of the eigenmodes are calculated by using the finite element method. In contrast to the typical phononic plates consisting of periodic stepped resonators deposited on a homogeneous steel plate, the proposed elastic metamaterial can yield large band gap in the low-frequency range, resulting in the low-frequency broadband elastic wave attenuation. The formation mechanisms of the band gap as well as the effects of material and geometrical parameters on the band gap are further explored numerically. Numerical results show that, the formation mechanism of opening the low-frequency band gap is attributed to the coupling between the local resonant Lamb modes of two-dimensional phononic plate and the resonant modes of the stepped resonators. The band gap can be significantly modulated by the material and geometrical parameters. The properties of broadband gaps of the proposed subwavelength scale elastic metamaterials can potentially be applied to vibration and noise reduction in the audio regime as well as broadband elastic wave confinement and modulation in ultrasonic region.